Effect of chronic stress on implant osseointegration into rat’s mandible
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ABSTRACT

PURPOSE: To compare chronic physical stressed with normal tense animals regarding implant osseointegration in the rat mandible.

METHODS: Thirty six Wistar rats were anesthesiated and blunt instruments were used to expose and empty their alveolar inferior nerve. One implant (2.2 x 4mm) was installed into the mandibular canal. Following 72 hours, all rats were equally divided in: Control Group analyzed in 18 days (CG18); Control Group analyzed in 33 days (CG33); Stressed Group with stress during 18 days (SG18) and Stressed Group with stress during 33 days (SG33) – The animals from Stressed Groups (CG 18 and CG33) were placed individually in plastic pipes (PVC) during 12 hours daily to physical restraint. Histomorphometric analysis included bone-implant-contact (BIC) and bone area (BA).

RESULTS: In relation to BIC – CG18 (49.8+20.3); SG18 (29.0+16.5) - and BA – CG18 (50.13+21.2); SG18 (23.8+7.8)-, there was a bone repair delayed in SG18 when compared with CG18 (p<0.05). After 33 days, BIC – CG33 (59.6+26.8); SG33 (49.52+17.3)- and BA – CG33 (41.90+17.4); SG33 (43.91+14.7)- showed no difference between groups (p>0.05).

CONCLUSION: Chronic physical stress interfere with the initial stage of osseointegration in the rat mandible, but not the final process.
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Introduction

The scientific community states that stress is one of the major risk factors contributing to the onset of disease. Currently, this condition significantly affects a large portion of the population, irrespective of age, gender, or social class. Chronic stress is related to physical and emotional disease. One of the most studied cases related to the etiopathology of stress in dentistry is that of experimental models involving the periodontium of rats.

Dental implants have evolved considerably and include immediate-implantation techniques. However, certain components, such as the implant surface, bone quality, patient habits (such as smoking) and diabetes mellitus can affect the success of osseointegration.

The deleterious effects of chronic stress during the early stages of tissue repair are well known. Therefore, the present study aimed to elucidate the process at two stages of osseointegration, one at 18 days, halfway through the cycle of alveolar bone formation in rats, and the other at 33 days, in newly formed bone. The purpose of this investigation was to compare dental implant osseointegration into the mandible of rats submitted to the effect of chronic stress with that in the mandible of rats not submitted to such stress.

Methods

The experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee for Animal Experimentation (CEEA), Universidade Estadual de São Paulo State University under protocol number 77/05.

For this study, 36 Wistar male rats weighing approximately 400 g each were selected. The animals originated from the animal house of the School of Dentistry, Universidade de Cuiabá (UNIC). Before the experiments, all animals were subjected to an adaptation period and were put in housing cages that were made of plastic and sterilized shredded paper on the floor.

The feed consisted of standard rat chow and water, both ad libitum, throughout the study period. The animals were subjected to a 12-hour light/dark cycle (automated) and controlled temperature and humidity of approximately 24°C and 60%, respectively.

All procedures in this phase of the experiment were performed under general anesthesia by means of intramuscular injection of a combination of 0.1 mL of ketamine hydrochloride and 0.05 mL of xylazine hydrochloride for each 100 g of body weight.

The surgical protocol followed the conventional techniques established for placing dental implants with the least possible trauma. After shaving and skin disinfection with 2% chlorhexidine (Riohex, São José do Rio Preto-SP, Brasil), a 3-cm incision was made on the lateral skin surface of the mandibular body using No. 28 and No. 15 scalpel blades (Swann-Morton – Sheffield, South Yorkshire, England).

This process was followed by plane-by-plane dissection until the mental foramen and neurovascular bundle were located. The mandibular canal was subsequently emptied, and a cavity was prepared in the canal lumen with spear drills, followed by a 2.0-mm twist drill (both from the Neodent® surgical kit, 5 mm long, Curitiba-PR, Brasil), under profuse irrigation with 0.9% sterile saline throughout the procedure. To produce these perforations, drills adapted to a Kavo® reductor (Kavo do Brasil, Joinville-PR, Brasil) contra-angle 20:1 and connected to an NSK® electric motor at 1,200 rpm (NSK®, Tochigi, Japan) were used.

The implant Neodent®, surface treated by subtraction acid), was manually inserted using a 1.2-mm digital key (Figure 1) for the placement of implants with a 2.2-mm diameter and a 4-mm length. The implants were completely inserted into the bone tissue (Figure 2). Soon after each surgery, a single dose of intramuscular benzathine penicillin G (Pentabiótico Veterinário, Pequeno Porte, Fort Dodge®, Campinas-SP, Brasil) was administered (20,000 U/kg intra-muscular [IM]), which was prepared and adjusted to the weight of each animal. The rats were monitored daily during the postoperative period; and intramuscular dipyrone sodium 2.5 mg/100 g were proceeding after surgical procedures.

FIGURE 1 - Figure demonstrative of implant with a 2.2 mm diameter and a 4 mm length being manually inserted in rat’s mandibular canal using a 1.2 mm digital key.
Following 72 hours, the 36 rats were divided in four groups: Control Group to be analyzed in 18 days (CG18 – n=9), Control Group to be analyzed in 33 days (CG33 – n=9), Stressed Group with application of 12 hour/day stressing, during 18 days (SG18 – n=9) and Stressed Group with application of 12 hour/day stressing, during 33 days (SG33 – n=9). All groups received water and chow ad libitum.

Animals in the stress group (SG-18 and SG-33) were subjected to chronic stress conditions for 12 hours per day, after a 3-day period of postoperative recovery following the implantation.

The stressor agent used was immobilization. The animals were placed in PVC tubes (Amanco - Mexichem Brasil, São Paulo, SP, Brasil) compatible with their size, which were subsequently sealed with a perforated lid so that the animals could breathe. This procedure lasted 12 hours each day\(^1\). Both groups underwent this 12-hour period without access to water or feed.

Eighteen days postoperatively, nine rats in SG-18 and nine rats in CG-18 were euthanized by an anesthetic overdose. Thirty-three days postoperatively, the other animals (SG-33 and CG-33) were euthanized following the same procedure.

Prior to euthanasia, which was performed by an anesthetic overdose, the final weight of each animal was measured. Then, using a 10-ml syringe with a 25 x 7 needle, a 7-ml blood sample was collected by cardiac puncture without anticoagulant to measure cortisol levels. The cortisol levels for each animal were measured by the electrochemiluminescence method using the Roche® Cobas E - 411 analyzer (Roche\(^\circ\), Basel, AG, Switzerland). After collection of the blood, the mandibles were stored in a container with 10% formalin.

After histological processing, the polymerized resin blocks containing the specimens were sectioned along the implant axis using the Exakt\(^\circ\) System (Exakt Apparatebau, Nordestedt, Hamburg, Germany). The exposed surface of the section had an approximate thickness of 70 μm and was subsequently stained with 1% toluidine blue. A histometric analysis was performed using a Leica DMLB Microscope (Leica Microsystem, Wetzlar, GmbH, Germany) and an LAS-4.1.0 analyzer program (Version-Image processing and analysis system, Leica – Wetzlar, GmbH, Germany) for the bone-to-implant contact (BIC) surface and bone area (BA) variables within the limits of the implant threads. Both histometric variables were only evaluated for the first four implant threads, measuring this and subtracting the non-BIC areas of this same region (Figure 3).

Initially, the data normality was tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which has a Gaussian normal distribution curve. Student’s t parametric test for independent samples was selected (IBM SPSS Statistics version 20, Armonk NY, United States). A difference was considered statistically significant if p<0.05. For better reliability of the data, the slides were analyzed by an examiner who was blinded to the groups involved in the study. This examiner was trained to understand the histological structures involved.

**Results**

During histological processing, eight specimens-specifically, two from each group were lost.

The study results regarding the BIC and BA (Table 1) after 18 days of stress, displayed worsening (p<0.05) of both evaluated indicators. After 33 days, the BIC and BA exhibited no significant differences (p>0.05) between the groups (Figure 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>BA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG18</td>
<td>49.88*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG18</td>
<td>29.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG33</td>
<td>59.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG33</td>
<td>49.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In columns (*) means statistically significant difference between groups in same experimental time. The data are expressed as percentages; BIC – bone to implant contact; BA – bone area within the limits of the implant threads; CG – control group; SG – stress group; (+) – standard deviation. (Student’s t test for independent samples - p<0.05).
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FIGURE 4 - Photograph of histological sections demonstrating differences according to the experimental times. Presence of intense infiltrated inflammatory and neoformation of woven bone in the tissues surrounding of the dental Implant in CG18 - Control Group analyzed in 15 days without stress; The SG - Stress Group with application of 12 hour/day stressing, during 15 days has late in woven bone and more infiltrated inflammatory surround of tissue neoformation dental implant. CG33 and SG33, The areas intense stains indicate newly formed compact bone. The remodeling activity is marked in areas both adjacent to the pitch of the turns of the dental implant - Original mag. x16.and within the parent bone.

The results of the present study reveal that the group without stress (control group) displayed areas where the inflammatory cellular process was already reduced and that there was bone formation between the implant threads. The test group subjected to the stress trials exhibited a delay in repair process, an increased inflammatory infiltrate, a lower BIC surface area, and a lower BA formed within the limits of the implant threads at 18 days. The results observed at 33 days, there was newly formed bone in both groups, with no significant differences (p<0.05).

**TABLE 2** - Cortisol levels (μg/dl) in the bloodstream at 18 and 33 days and weight difference at 18 and 33 days (n=7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cortisol levels (μg/dl)</th>
<th>Weight difference at the end of the trial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental times</td>
<td>Mean +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG 18</td>
<td>3.86* 0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 18</td>
<td>3.58* 0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG 33</td>
<td>5.17** 1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 33</td>
<td>3.31** 1.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Statistically significant difference (p<0.05) between the amount of cortisol hormone during the 18 day experimental period for the CG and SG. ** Statistically significant difference (p<0.05) between the amount of cortisol hormone during the 33 day experimental period for the CG and SG. *** Statistically significant difference (p<0.05) for the difference between the initial and final weights at 33-day experimental time points for the CG and SG. CG – control group; SG – stress group; (+) – standard deviation. (Student’s t test for independent samples - p<0.05).

Discussion

It was expected that stress would delay the repair after 18 days and after 33 days. However, the results of this paper revealed worsening of the osseointegration process in animals that were subjected to stress at 18 days and no comparative difference in the osseointegrative bone formation at the 33-day experimental period.

Some situations may have contributed to the present findings. It has been established that stress can suppress or stimulate the immune defense, depending on the stressor. Moreover, stress activates the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, which causes the release of neuroendocrine hormones, resulting in cortisol secretion by the adrenal cortex, often making the individual susceptible to disease. There is evidence that physical or chemical modulation occurs in the marginal and apical periodontium, leading to a better or worse response to the immuno-inflammatory stimulus of periodontitis induction.

The tissue repair rate is influenced by determinants such as chronic stress and acute stress. The influence of high-intensity, chronic stress such as that induced in this study worsens the healing of still immature tissue, as was the case after the experimental period of 18 days found in this study. Stress, in these conditions may have caused a reduction in the formation of the bone matrix, osteoblasts, and collagen fibers. A determining factor in the bone formation rate is linked to pro-inflammatory interleukins, which exhibit more intense activity during the early stages of the repair process, including the activation of the base formed by fibroblasts, which in turn synthesize collagen, a key element in the formation and organization of the connective tissue of the jaws.

The results of the present study reveal that the group without stress (control group) displayed areas where the inflammatory cellular process was already reduced and that there was bone formation between the implant threads. The test group subjected to the stress trials exhibited a delay in repair process, an increased inflammatory infiltrate, a lower BIC surface area, and a lower BA formed within the limits of the implant threads at 18 days. The results observed at 33 days, there was newly formed bone in both groups, with no significant differences.

The experimental time used in this paper were chosen for fetching, as the described hypothesis, an understanding about the effect of chronic stress on the osseointegration in a period in which the bone is still maturation bone (18 days) and other already mature (33 days).
In this way, the results observed in the present study suggest that chronic stress did not influence osseointegration at 33 days when compared with the control group. As indicated by the literature, after a repair period of 28 days, pro-inflammatory interleukins such as IL1B and IL6 do not appear to influence the inflammatory stage of repair\textsuperscript{14,20,21}. Another noteworthy issue is that after 33 days of stress, the animals may have adapted to the stress model\textsuperscript{22,23}, although the cortisol levels measured suggest the opposite, as the biochemical results presented in this study. Studies using physical restraint for 12 hours as an experimental model to induce stress are not a recent development\textsuperscript{24,25}. The cortisol level is widely used in the literature as a varying physiological parameter associated with the presence of stress\textsuperscript{26}, and the measurement results in this study show that there is a greater amount of this hormone in the bloodstream in the experimental stress model.

Studies in animals are important in providing information on the pathogenesis and progression of periodontal disease. Unfortunately, despite performing an extensive literature review, we were unable to identify comparative parameters for osseointegration and chronic stress in the main databases. In view of this fact the results of this study may become relevant in future trials in animals or in humans because the influence of stress acting on bone with titanium implants in initial stages of repair is an interesting clinical finding; in actuality, there are cases involving the insertion of dental implants and function immediately, i.e., within the same session the patient leaves the dental clinic with prostheses supported by implants, or just with the implant. Naturally, a well-established model in the literature was sought, which led us to choose a chronic-stress model involving physical restraint for 12 hours\textsuperscript{11,13,17,26}. It is currently understood that for successful implant dentistry, certain criteria must be met, including an atraumatic surgical technique, primary stability, implant selection, the quality and quantity of bone\textsuperscript{27}, periodic preventive maintenance, and knowledge of the physiological and/or pathological changes in preexisting conditions\textsuperscript{28}. The latter may involve stress.

As has been demonstrated in the results of this study, chronic stress can affect the initial repair process in rat mandible; therefore, it seems plausible that research on human seek to determine whether patients undergoing chronic stress could suffer interference in the initial stages of osseointegration.

Some methodological items are relevant and deserve to be highlighted. The histometric assessment (BIC and BA) adopted is well known and widely used by various research groups\textsuperscript{29}. The selection of implants was based on several anthropometric pilot studies in animals. Based on this anatomical knowledge, we sought to establish a surgical technique for assessing the animals’ survival and other changes, as necessary. A different approach to that presented in the literature was thus defined. The procedure in this study was performed by the extraoral route, which was followed by emptying the mandibular canal and inserting the implant into the canal lumen. This technique is quite different from other methods used in the oral cavities of rats\textsuperscript{8,10-12}.

The size of the implants in the literature was 1.15mm in diameter and 3mm in length\textsuperscript{9,12}. When contacted, the manufacturer revealed that implants with the above-cited diameters could not have been subjected to surface treatment. Implants of 2.2mm diameter and 4mm length were therefore produced. This procedure caused the teeth to make contact with the final third of the implant apex, which led to the formation of soft tissue, but that outcome was not the object of analysis, as a standardized area (distance among four implant threads) was determined for all implants in the middle and cervical third.

Given the above discussion, it is clear that this methodology is still incipient and should be interpreted with caution. However, these findings indicate that the placement of implants in this region is feasible for rat models and, when associated with stress studies, may help to clarify the information gathered through further research.

Conclusion

Chronic physical stress interfere with the initial stage of osseointegration in the rat mandible, but not the final process.
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